EUROPEAN BRIDGE LEAGUE

To all NBO TD Contacts

Cc: EBL TD Committee members

Friday 9th December 2016

SEMINAR ON THE NEW CODE OF LAWS

Dear TD Contact,

The EBL will be organising a seminar for selected tournament directors to introduce the revised laws of bridge to. It is expected that participating TDs will conduct courses explaining the revised laws to TDs in their home NBOs.

The seminar will take place at the IBIS Praha Mala Strana Hotel in Prague from 16-18 May 2017. The Seminar will start at 18:00 on 16th May and end about noon on 18th May. Full board accommodation is €93 per person per night for a single room and €61 per person per night in a double room.

Participation in the seminar is restricted to TDs invited according to the following key:

1. All active EBL or higher ranked TDs listed in the Official Register*.

2. A maximum of 2 active NBO International TDs listed in the Official Register. If an NBO has more than two International NBO TDs it will choose the two invited TDs.

3. If an NBO has no representation on the Official Register it can nominate one active TD to participate. This TD should preferably have completed an EBL TD course.

4. NBOs may recommend additional TDs to participate, subject to available space. You can use the “Remarks” column of the application form to explain the reasons for participation.

Individual invitations will not be sent. Please inform the appropriate TDs from your NBOs of this invitation.

Participation in the seminar is free for TDs invited under 1, 2 and 3 above, and €150 for additional participants.
Attached is the application form which must be completed by you or by an officer of your NBO and returned to the EBL Secretariat no later than 31\(^{st}\) January 2017. After this date, TDs recommended under #4 above will be advised whether they are accepted or not.

Questions regarding participation in the Seminar should be addressed to the Chairman of the EBL TD Committee, Eitan Levy, at levy.eitan@gmail.com


Sincerely yours,

Yves Aubry  
EBL President

Eitan Levy  
EBL TD Committee Chairman

**Encl.:** application form